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WORK EXPERIENCE

Crime/Management Analyst II
Denver Police Department -  Denver, CO - October 2013 to Present

Conducts research and strategic crime analysis to identify crime patterns and trends; analyzes long term crime
patterns and trends using probability studies and complex statistical analysis such as random samplings,
correlation, and regression analysis; develops and tests hypotheses; develops victim and suspect profiles (e.g.
physical or vehicle description profiles); forecasts future criminal activity.

Use various software and databases daily including: Microsoft Access, Excel, Outlook, Word, Powerpoint,
ArcGIS, I2 Analyst Notebook, Webmug, EIISS, Discoverer, LexisNexis, Accurint, LeadsOnline, Business Intel,
NCIC and ATACRAIDS.

Prepares strategic action plans; assists operations and management personnel in planning the deployment of
resources for the prevention and suppression of criminal activity.

Makes written and oral presentations, often using charts and graphs, to inform deputies, detectives,
investigators, and commanders of emerging or existing crime series, patterns, and trends, as well as suspect
and victim profiles.

Conducts tactical crime analysis, identifying current crime series and hot spots; prepares tactical action plans.

Gathers data on criminal activity from other law enforcement agencies in order to study and analyze past and
existing crime series, patterns, and trends; uses and maintains general and specialized computer applications
in order to gather, categorize, and analyze crime data, as well as to assist in the dissemination of information
pertinent to law enforcement.

Attends regional meetings of crime analysis professionals in order to share information on crime patterns, new
methodologies, and developing tools.

Investigative Specialist (IS)
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) -  Omaha, NE - December 2011 to October 2013

Performed investigative functions for the FBI through physical surveillance operations.

Supported Foreign Counter intelligence, Counter terrorism and Criminal investigations, and gather intelligence
information of investigative interest for the FBI.

Responsible for all aspects of surveillance operations from planning through execution, also include the
collection, analysis and dissemination of intelligence data gathered during surveillance operations.

Used various cameras and electronic surveillance equipment to fulfill the needs of the FBI mission.
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Responsible for writing and researching detailed analytical intelligence reports, using various federal law
enforcement databases.

Managed entire FBI teams in the field of operation to achieve successful results involving active cases.

Graduated from the FBI/BSC Academy at Quantico, Virginia.
Trained extensively with the CIA, and other intelligence agencies throughout the United States.

Operational Support Technician (OST)
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) -  Denver, CO - January 2010 to December 2011

Responsible for researching and analyzing automated databases to locate and extract information, including:
NCIC, CCIC, IDW, DIVS, CLEAR, LexisNexis/ Accurint and other sensitive FBI and federal law enforcement
databases.

Responsible for evaluating referral references of incoming white collar criminal or suspicious financial activity
reports.

Summarizes and composes outgoing written communication from these activities and sends it to the
appropriate judicial or law enforcement agency, to pursue the investigation.

Transcribes a variety of documents to include a wide range of correspondence, documents, and forms, as
well as information contained on various forms of audio and video electronic recorded media generated by
consensual and court ordered criminal and national security surveillance activities, witness interviews, and
other sources.

Conducted research and analysis to determine the relevance of data collected in support of ongoing
intelligence operations.

Responsible for documenting all incoming local bank robberies while in the FBI response center, and acted
as a main liaison between other federal agencies, task force officers and state and local law enforcement.

Assisted in forfeiture and seizure operations for the FBI.

Business Account Executive
Dish Network/Echostar -  Englewood, CO - June 2009 to January 2010

Generated new accounts through face-to-face cold calling on as many as 50 to 70 small to large size
businesses, including corporate offices per day to generate leads, identify new customers and close new
business in a transactional sales environment.

Portrayed leadership and was head of a sales team that consisted of 6 corporate sales employees, and mapped
out various sales routes, and presentation plans to present.

Present prospective new customers with appropriate service packages, informing customers about
programming and entertainment solutions, pricing, billing, and other pertinent information.

Exceeded established weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual sales objectives in a pay for performance
environment.



Managed multiple high end corporate accounts throughout the nation, and in the local Denver metropolitan
area.

Regional Specification Sales Representative
PHILIPS/Lightolier International -  Westminster, CO - July 2007 to June 2009

Graduated from PHILIPS/Lightolier Product University: A rigorous 6 month
technical program training that involved comprehensive product specification and sales training, throughout
various corporate facilities across the continental
United States.

Legal Document Courier
Albright, Stoddard, Warnick and Albright Law Firm -  Las Vegas, NV - June 2005 to July 2007

Delivered criminal and civil legal documents to various courthouses and law firms throughout the Las Vegas
metro area while attending classes at UNLV.

Adolescent Counselor
The Home Depot -  Provo, UT - June 2004 to June 2005

Building Materials Sales Associate
The Home Depot -  Provo, UT - September 2003 to June 2005

Dealt primarily with the lumber and building materials areas, and operated multiple kinds of heavy machinery.

Heavy Materials Courier
Southwest Air Conditioning -  Las Vegas, NV - June 2003 to June 2004

EDUCATION

B.A. in Political Science B.A
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS - Las Vegas, NV
2007

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Eagle Scout-Boy Scouts of America


